GO GreenSense™
Reducing waste and conserving resources

GO GreenSense Program

GO GreenSense is a recycling program that facilitates the return of GO Tracker and Logger products for proper battery and component recycling. Emerson Cargo Solutions provides customers with eco-friendly return boxes, pre-paid postage labels and any required battery shipment notification labels. Customers place units in the return box and ship it back when full. GO GreenSense takes the hassle out of returning temperature monitoring devices for recycling.

Get Ready to GO GreenSense!

Call Emerson Cargo Solutions at +1 877 998 7299 to get set up. We’ll provide you with return boxes, postage paid return labels and any required battery shipment notification labels. For program terms and conditions, reference Emerson.com/Cargo.

Contact Information

+1 (877) 998-7299
GOGreen@Emerson.com
Emerson.com/Cargo
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